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Corporate Statement

Our goal at TenPoint Crossbow Technologies® is to be a world class manufacturer of products that are recognized as an industry
standard for safety, precision engineering, durability, performance, and power.

Two principles guide the operation of our company. First, quality cannot be compromised. Second, successful enterprise comes
from sound business relationships built on mutual trust, respect, and ethical behavior.

Our marketing objective is to build solid long-term relationships with our business partners and customers. We intend to achieve
that goal by keeping our promises, responding quickly, operating consistently, and remaining loyal. We promise to stand by our
products, correct our errors, listen to suggestions, and continuously look for ways to improve our methods of operation.

Finally, we are committed to the care and conservation of our land, water and air; to the humane and responsible management
of our wildlife and to the preservation and expansion of recreational shooting and hunting.

NEXT GENERATION

we l c o m e  t o  t h e

COMPLETE PRODUCT GUIDE | 2007

Watch The Choice TV Show on the 
Outdoor Channel, with “North America’s

Favorite Hunting Couple,” Ralph & Vicki
Cianciarulo and the Posse. Tune in every 

Sunday from January through June. 

Check your local listings for the exact 
primetime airing schedule. 

Sponsored by:
TenPoint Crossbow Technologies

TenPoint Crossbow Technologies®

1325 Waterloo Road 
Suffield, OH 44260-9608

Phone: 330.628.9245
Fax: 330.628.0999

www.tenpointcrossbows.com

Ralph, Vicki, and 
R.J. Cianciarulo
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TENPOINT CROSSBOWS HAVE
UNPARALLELED ACCURACY.

You will read glowing claims about accuracy from all
crossbow manufacturers, but claiming accuracy is not the
same as delivering it.
In 2003, Aventure Chasse Peche, a popular French-Canadian hunting and fishing
magazine, published an exhaustive crossbow accuracy comparison test in one of
its issues. Top-of-the-line models from all of the major crossbow manufacturers –
American and Canadian – were vigorously tested at distances out to 150 feet (50-
yards). None of the other manufacturers’ models could match TenPoint’s 7/8-inch
grouping at 100 feet or 1 1/2-inch grouping at 150 feet. Also, unlike the
competition, the TenPoint model survived the extensive test without any
breakdowns, operating problems, or signs of premature wear.
The best test, however, is your test. Before you make your crossbow purchase,
shoot all of the models you are considering. 

- You be the judge

TenPoint Crossbows have great balance, fit, and feel.
A number of years ago we used the following headline in our advertising
campaign: “Shoulder them. Shoot them. You’ll understand the difference between
the best and the rest.” Aside from comparing shooting accuracy, you need to
compare how a crossbow feels when you shoot it and – like a comfortable hunting
boot – how it fits. TenPoint crossbows are designed for balance and shooting
comfort. So, take us up on this suggestion:

- Shoot a TenPoint and see how it fits

TenPoint Crossbows have optimum - and honest - 
power and speed.
Many of the speed and energy claims advertised by other crossbow
manufacturers are either misleading or untrue. Using a relatively heavy 420-grain
arrow, our top three models shoot a true 343, 333, and 311 fps respectively. 
With those speeds and the 420 grain arrow combination, they generate 
potent foot pounds of kinetic energy ranging from 90.2 fp to 109.7 fp. Equally 
important, however, TenPoint crossbows produce that power and speed on a
frame that is quite manageable to load and that produces a minimum of shock,
hammer, and noise. 

- Compare loading and shooting TenPoint crossbows to other brands

TenPoint gives you superior value for your hard earned dollars.
If you compare the engineering, quality, performance, and durability of TenPoint
crossbows to our competitors’ models, we are confident you will agree that we
offer considerably more value for your dollar.
In 2004 our then entry-level Titan TL-4 model won Inside Archery Magazine’s
Best Buy Award (selected by dealers across the country) over all other manufacturers’
models. In 2005 our top-of-the-line Pro Elite model won the same award. 

- There is no better value on the market today

2007 will be my 44th year in the Archery/Shooting Sports Business. 
I must admit, it very well could be the most exciting. Here is why:

•Recent reports in the national media suggest that the trend of declining numbers of hunters may be leveling off and actually 
may be headed for a reversal over the next 20 years.

•The increase in women hunters is particularly encouraging. According to the National Sporting Goods Association, 
the number of women bowhunters increased 176% between the years 2001 and 2005 to a total of 786,000. 

•There is good news on the youth front as well. This hunting season in Ohio there are more than 20,000 new young hunters afield 
due in large part to the state’s special youth hunting seasons and its new apprentice hunting license program. The apprentice 
license allows a first-timer to give hunting a try – supervised of course- without having to complete a hunter education course. 
This is the first year in what seems like ages that the number of youth hunters in Ohio exceeded the loss of resident adult hunters. 

These developments are not accidental. There are many organizations like the National Wild Turkey Federation (NWTF), Safari Club
International (SCI), the National Rifle Association (NRA) and the Archery Trade Association (ATA), to name a few, that have effective
programs targeted at women and youngsters. And of course state wildlife agencies are increasingly looking at regulatory changes 
and innovations to grow and retain the number of licensed hunters and improve revenues. 

What is often overlooked, however, is the role the crossbow plays (or can play) in the effort to recruit, retain and provide 
recreation to all hunters.

Because cocking aids are increasingly common with crossbows, most youngsters, women, and elderly hunters can now manage using 
a crossbow when they may not be able to manage using a vertical bow. Bowhunters who no longer have time to practice with vertical
bows can continue to hunt the archery season confidently with crossbows. In fact, if the truth be told, there are plenty of unskilled 
vertical bowhunters who should be hunting with crossbows. And, those who have never hunted before can enjoy early success with
crossbows. Success is a great predictor that new and old hunters will continue to hunt.

It is time to get past the bickering and fighting over what constitutes archery equipment. All of the evidence suggests that crossbows 
pose no threat to vertical bowhunters, bow seasons, or deer harvests. On the contrary, like the organizations listed above, crossbows 
play a significant role in growing the sport, attracting new hunters, and retaining the ones we already have. 

The Federal Government defines the crossbow as “archery equipment”and requires the companies that make them to pay a Federal Excise 
Tax on every one they sell. That tax, collected from you, the crossbow purchaser, helps fund state wildlife programs across the entire country.

I am personally committed to designing and developing hunter-friendly products that help recruit, retain and provide additional recreation 
for all hunters. Here at TenPoint we are especially committed to innovations that improve our products and grow our sport.

Good hunting,

Richard L. Bednar - CEO

2006 Ohio Buck, 
28 1/2” main beams.

Photo by Bob Robb

– 2 –
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In each of the thirteen years TenPoint has been manufacturing crossbows, we have never failed to introduce
innovations or to improve our products. And, in most cases, the advancements we have made originated from
customer input. Since 1994, we have secured eight patents with others pending or being filed.

Below are Some of Our More Significant Innovations:

PowerTouch Trigger

RollerTouch Trigger GripSafety

OTT Limb Pocket

Complete-Capture
Limb Pocket

ACUdraw

DFI

ST Lim
b

IsoTaper Lim
b

No other crossbow manufacturer comes close to this record of technological achievement. 

PATENTED TRIGGER

TECHNOLOGY

TenPoint has two triggers designed to match-
up with the performance characteristics of
the models that use them. Our premium bow
models (The Phantom CLS™, Pro Elite HP™
and Blazer HP™) feature the patented 3 1/2
pound machined PowerTouch™ trigger, made
with MIM (Metal Injection Molded) action
components. It is the finest crossbow trigger
made today. 
The remaining models are equipped with our
innovative 5-pound RollerTouch™ trigger
(patent pending). The RollerTouch features a
double-roller system installed at the top of
the trigger finger that allows the finger to roll
off the string latch’s sear surface rather than
to slide off. This rolling action significantly
reduces the friction between the two parts.

PATENTED DFI™ (Dry-Fire-Inhibitor)

In 1996 TenPoint introduced the DFI, which
prevents dry-firing our crossbows when no
arrow is loaded on the flight deck. The
addition of this technology to our entire
crossbow lineup has virtually eliminated the
potentially severe damage and/or injury that
can be caused by a dry-fire.

PATENTED ACUdraw™ &

PATENTED ACUdraw 50™
TenPoint’s convenient and user-friendly
cocking aids have made our models the
crossbows of choice for those who
cannot or do not wish to manually load
today’s heavier draw weights. Compare
TenPoint’s ACUdraw or ACUdraw 50 to
other cocking aides available today.
Lightweight and fully-integrated into the
butt stock, they have no dangling parts.
They load the crossbow consistently
every time; and they auto-retract after
each use. Check pages 24-25 for details.

PATENT PENDING GRIPSAFETY™
Installed in the fore-grip of all TenPoint models with
PowerTouch triggers, the GripSafety prevents pulling
the trigger without first depressing and holding this
secondary safety in place with your fore-grip thumb. It
helps prevent potentially severe injury by keeping
thumbs and fingers in proper position on the fore-grip
and below the barrel’s flight deck. Installed on a
standard basis for right-handed shooters, left-handed
installation is available at no charge when placing a
new bow order.

LIMB-POCKET TECHNOLOGY

In 2004 we introduced the OTT™ (Over-the-Top) limb pocket suspension system to our TenPoint
Series models. Using Dupont Zytel® suspension pads to lift and separate the limbs, this
technology isolates the limbs from the riser and then securely captures the entire assembly
with a machined aluminum outer limb-pocket. The OTT system dramatically increases limb
stability and slashes noise and vibration levels by 50%.
Our 6 Point™ Series models (Slider™and Pro Slider™) are equipped with an equally effective
and innovative Complete Capture™ limb pocket suspension system. First, a polypropylene
sleeve-cushion fits securely inside the machined aluminum limb pocket or glove. The limbs
slip inside the cushion, and the Complete Capture assembly lodges securely on the riser’s
custom-machined surface grid where it is bolted in place. The end result is an ultra secure
and remarkably quiet system, which isolates the limbs from any contact with metal parts.

LIMB TECHNOLOGY

TenPoint now offers four limb configurations
specifically designed for optimum performance
on the models that use them: TL-4 Limbs™ for
165-pound models, HL Limbs™ for 175-pound
models, ST Limbs™ for the Pro Elite HP, and the
New 12-inch 185-pound IsoTaper Limbs™,
featured on our New Phantom CLS model. With
a performance-matched limb for each crossbow
design, combined with a performance-matched
trigger, you can count on consistently superior
accuracy, durability, and dependability up and
down the entire lineup.

HP™ & MR™ CAM 

STABILITY BUSHINGS

TenPoint’s New Cam Stability Bushings, while simple in
concept, perform several important functions. First, they
provide an ultra stable sleeve to support and stabilize
the axles. Second, they help eliminate wheel lean when
loading the crossbow. And, third, they help establish
precise string tension on the barrel surface, to promote
accurate arrow flight and to reduce serving wear. 

ACRA-Angle Barrel

UL TriLoc Barrel

TL-4 Lim
b

HL Lim
b

BARREL TECHNOLOGY

The TenPoint Series’ ACRA-ANGLE™ and the 6 Point
Series’ UL TriLoc™ barrels are the key to the unparalleled
shooting accuracy of TenPoint crossbows. Both are
designed to allow shooters to load the bow string with
their hands resting against the barrel; thereby promoting
accurate loading, which is essential to crossbow
shooting accuracy. And, both are designed to create
arrow launching platforms with unsurpassed dimensional
integrity for accurate, repeatable arrow flight.

– 4 – – 5 –
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The New Blazer HP combines a selected blend of proven
TenPoint technology with new CADD engineered high-
performance HP Cams™ to create a potent combination 
of speed, accuracy, and performance.

Also double-dip fluid imaged in REALTREE® APG HD™, this
model features TenPoint’s field-proven 175-pound HL limbs,
machined riser, and OTT sound-deadening limb pocket
combination outfitted with high-performance Brownell Ultra-
Cam™ cables and string. It also features our premium machine-
finished and bronze anodized ACRA-ANGLE aluminum barrel,
equipped with our patented 3 1/2 - pound PowerTouch™ trigger. 

The Blazer HP can be purchased as an accessorized package 
or by itself with one of two scope options, the 3X Multi-Line
Scope or the New Pro-40 Multi-Dot Scope. As with all TenPoint

crossbows, the Blazer HP will accept either of the user-friendly
patented ACUdraw or ACUdraw 50 cocking mechanisms.

Shooting at 311 fps, the Blazer HP is priced right for 
those looking to move up to a high-end, precision
performance crossbow.

– 6 –

The CLS Components Include:
A highly durable machined integrated (one-piece) riser and foot 
stirrup, which adds unparalleled strength to the entire bow assembly. 

New 185-pound, 12-inch IsoTaper Limbs™, attached to the riser with our
field-proven OTT™ Limb Pocket System, a virtually vibration-free design.

New maximum rotation high-performance MR Cams™, engineered 
to generate exceptional speed on an incredibly compact frame with 
a hunter-friendly 13-inch power stroke.

Brownell Ultra-Cam™ cables and string to insure stretch-free
configuration for more consistent and reproducible power and speed.

HP™and MR™ Cams
The HP Cam, used on the New Blazer HP and improved Pro Elite HP, and the MR Cam,
another key component to the Phantom CLS’ Compact Limb System Technology, were
designed by TenPoint’s Engineering Department to maximize power and to use the
crossbow’s power stroke efficiently to achieve maximum arrow velocity.

IsoTaper™ Limbs
A key component of the Compact Limb System Technology that powers the new
TenPoint Phantom CLS crossbow, the 12-inch pultruded fiberglass IsoTaper limb is
unique in that it is not ground to create a conventional hinge point like most limbs.
Instead, it is ground to a static taper from thick to thin, starting at the butt end of 
the limb and extending to its hinge. The result is a limb of superior strength, without
hot spots, that deflects relatively consistently across its entire surface.

MR Cam HP Cam

Headlining the 2007 TenPoint lineup is the all NEW and revolutionary 343 fps Phantom CLS.

New Technology:New Technology:

Another addition to TenPoint’s top-of-
the-line, high performance models.

Designed for optimum performance in the woods with the hunter in
mind, this sleek and maneuverable crossbow is only 17 1/2-inches
wide from axle-to-axle when cocked. It’s one of the most compact
crossbows on the market today and introduces a new generation
of crossbow technology to the TenPoint lineup.

While the Phantom CLS includes all of the traditional Core
Performance Features (see page 18-20) TenPoint customers have
come to expect, what separates it from the rest of the lineup is its
New Compact Limb System Technology (CLS), a collection of bow
assembly components that collectively produce a shot that is so
smooth, quiet, and vibration-free that it is difficult to believe it
delivers its payload with such power and speed.

The Phantom CLS comes completely accessorized, bore-sighted
and ready to shoot right out of its airline-approved hard case. 
The package includes the purchaser’s choice of either of TenPoint’s
patented ACUdraw™ or ACUdraw 50™ cocking mechanism and
either of two scope options, TenPoint’s 3X Pro-View or the 
New Pro-40 Multi-Dot.

Double-dip fluid imaged in the new REALTREE® APG HD™ camo,
the Phantom CLS is the perfect blend of stunning looks and
unparalleled performance.

Power Curves
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The Pro Elite HP is a new and improved version of our
former top-of-the-line Pro Elite.

By extending the barrel length by one-inch and replacing the
wheels with new CADD engineered high-performance HP
Cams outfitted with Bownell Ultra-Cam™ cables and string,
we have increased the speed to a potent 333 fps.

Also new for 2007, the Pro Elite HP will be available both as
a complete package as in the past or as a bow by itself,
equipped with either of two scope options, our 3X Pro-View
Multi-Line or our New Pro-40 
Multi-Dot Scope.

The 2007 Titan TL-7 now features a one-piece molded Verton® FST thumbhole
stock and barrel combination completely double-dip fluid imaged in ADVANTAGE
TIMBER HD. In addition, we have replaced the DropLatch™ trigger with the
smoother and lighter pulling 5-pound RollerTouch™ trigger.

As in the past, the Titan TL-7 is available as a package with the purchaser’s
choice of a 3X Multi-Line or the New Pro-40 Multi-Dot Scope or as a bow only,
equipped with a Rear Peep and Front Sight Bracket with one Pin.

The new modifications combine to improve shooting accuracy, reduce weight,
and improve handling, making this workhorse a better value than ever, even
outperforming many
other manufacturers’ 
top-end models.

Two Improved Models:Two Improved Models:

Accessories:Accessories:

4-Arrow Instant Detach HX Quiver™
Weighing only 6 ounces empty, TenPoint’s New light and sturdy HX Quiver™ features an
ergonomically designed four-arrow cup made of ABS and a rubber arrow gripper with a
shape suggestive of our corporate antler logo. These parts are connected by two ultra-light
carbon fiber rods that makeup the quiver’s backbone. The double-rod backbone is stabilized
with a two-sided polycarbonate X-Connector™ that snaps together while positioning and
adjusting the quiver for left or right-handed use, and then bolts into a locked position.

Conveniently, the cup and rubber gripper are molded with raised nubs that protect arrow
fletching from getting crushed when bench shooting or when placing the crossbow on a
table, floor, or on the ground. 

The backside of the X-Connector is fitted with a Bohning Lever Lock mounting system
which screws into the underside of the crossbow, allowing the user to instantly 
attach or detach the quiver.

CareKit™
Included in all Phantom CLS and Pro Elite HP crossbow packages 
or available as a stand-alone accessory, TenPoint’s New CareKit™
includes three important maintenance tools packaged in a versatile
multi-cavity translucent plastic mini-case with plenty of extra room
for other bow maintenance items.

Microlon® Precision Oiler 
Microlon is not an oil treatment; it is a metal
treatment. It includes antioxidants, corrosion
inhibitors, and microscopic fractured resin particles all
suspended in a high-quality lightweight oil base. It not
only cleans metal surfaces and prevents corrosion and
rust, but the resin particles impregnate the pores in
metal surfaces to create a dry film lubricant with one
of the lowest coefficients of friction of any material
known to man.

Perfect for crossbow rails, this high-quality lubricant
comes in a tube fitted with a precision applicator
needle that also makes it easy to get to hard-to-reach
areas such as the inside of a trigger mechanism.

TenPoint String Wax and Conditioner™

Packaged in a convenient chap-stick sized tube and
made from all natural compounds, this New string
wax and conditioner both lubricates and rejuvenates
bow strings and cables. It is scent-free and protects
critical string fibers by resisting penetration by water.
It greatly reduces string friction and abrasion against
cable slides and wheels or cams.

TenPoint LensPen™

Two lens treatment tools in one, this clever accessory
features a soft fiber lens brush that telescopes out 
of one end of its pen-sized tube and an abrasive-free
lens cleaning pad housed underneath a cap at the
other end. The brush gets rid of scope lens dust and
the cleaning pad eliminates smudges and cleans and
polishes lens surfaces without damaging or scratching
the glass. 

Pro-40 Multi-Dot™ Scope 
The New Pro-40 is a zero-power 40 mm multi-dot scope
with an integrated 7/8-inch mounting system that requires
no rings. Its three illuminated dots, calibrated for 20, 30,

and 40-yards for crossbows that shoot in the 300 fps
range, can be rendered in red or green to suit individual

hunting and light conditions. The light intensity of both color
views is regulated by a five-position rheostat.

This logo designates a new item for us in 2007. 
Look for it throughout this catalog.
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Nearly three years in development, 
the New Phantom CLS features TenPoint’s new 

Compact Limb System Technology (CLS), a collection 
of bow assembly components that produce a shot so 

smooth, quiet, and vibration-free, it’s difficult to believe 
it delivers its payload with such speed and power.

Decorated in the exciting new REALTREE® APG HD™ 
camo pattern and featuring TenPoint’s field-proven 

PowerTouch trigger, the Phantom CLS is the perfect 
synergy of great looks, unparalleled performance, 

and awesome power.

The Phantom CLS Package Includes:
• Your choice of TenPoint’s proven 3x Pro-View Scope (pictured 

on crossbow) or the New Pro-40 Multi-Dot Scope (see page 32). 
• 7/8-inch Fixed Dovetail Mount.
• New Deluxe 4-Arrow HX Quiver with instant detach 

Lever Lock accessory.
• Six-pack of TenPoint Pro Elite Premium Hunter carbon fiber 

arrows equipped with NAP® Spitfire® 100-grain broadheads. 
Each Premium Hunter arrow is precision-matched for trueness 
and weight-matched for accuracy.

• Six-pack of TenPoint Pro Elite carbon fiber arrows with 
SuperBrite blunt nocks and six practice points.

• TenPoint Bow-Max™ high-impact hard travel case for 
maximum equipment protection.

• SteddyEddy® telescoping lightweight aluminum monopod 
with patented Posi-Lock System.

• New TenPoint CareKit with Carry Case, including 
a Precision Oiler, chap-stick sized String Conditioner     

and Wax and TenPoint’s telescoping LensPen 
(lens brush & cleaner).

• TenPoint Wedgie™ arrow retention spring 
dampener and VIBRA-DAMP™ cable suppressors.

• Deluxe Sling w/swivels.
• TenPoint Staff Shooter Field Cap.
• Owner’s instructional DVD with exciting 

over-the-shoulder hunts.

Designed with the bowhunter in mind for optimum performance in
the woods, the sleek, compact, and maneuverable Phantom CLS
introduces the next generation of crossbow technology to the
world-renowned TenPoint lineup.

Available Only as a
Complete Package 

Fully-assembled, bore-sighted, 
and ready for the woods 
right out of its BowMax™ 
hard travel case

Available With either:
the Patented ACUdraw or
ACUdraw 50 cocking mechanism

2 Scope Options:
3X Pro-View or
New Pro-40 Multi-Dot

See back pages of catalog 
for detailed bow features, 
specifications, and 
purchase options.

*with recommended arrow

343 FPS* 

185 LB. Draw Weight

109.7 FP Kinetic Energy*

The Phantom CLS Package Includes:

The all New CLS components include a robust one-piece
machined riser and foot stirrup, 12-inch 185-pound IsoTaper
limbs equipped with maximum rotation CADD engineered
MR Cams and Brownell Ultra-Cam™ string and cables, and
a hunter-friendly power stroke. Combined, these elements
form an ultra-compact bow assembly with a narrow highly
maneuverable 17 1/2-inch span when cocked.

TM
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Available as a Complete 
Package or as a Bow, Dovetail 
& Scope Only

Fully-assembled, bore-sighted, 
and ready for the woods 
right out of its BowMax™ 
hard travel case

Available With or Without:
the Patented ACUdraw or
ACUdraw 50 cocking mechanism

2 Scope Options: 
3X Pro-View or
New Pro-40 Multi-Dot

See back pages of catalog 
for detailed bow features, 
specifications, and 
purchase options.

*with recommended arrow

333 FPS* 

185 LB. Draw Weight

103.4 FP Kinetic Energy*

Available as a Package or as 
a Bow, Dovetail & Scope Only 

Available With or Without:
the Patented ACUdraw or
ACUdraw 50 cocking mechanism

2 Scope Options:
3X Multi-Line or
New Pro-40 Multi-Dot

See back pages of catalog 
for detailed bow features, 
specifications, and 
purchase options.

*with recommended arrow

311 FPS* 

175 LB. Draw Weight

90.2 FP Kinetic Energy*

The Pro Elite HP Package Includes: The Blazer HP Package Includes:
• Your choice of TenPoint’s proven 3x Pro-View Scope (pictured on crossbow)

or the New Pro-40 Multi-Dot Scope (see page 32). 
• 7/8-inch Fixed Dovetail Mount.
• New Deluxe 4-Arrow HX Quiver with instant detach 

Lever Lock accessory.
• Six-pack of TenPoint Pro Elite Premium Hunter carbon fiber 

arrows equipped with NAP® Spitfire® 100-grain broadheads. 
Each Premium Hunter arrow is precision-matched for 
trueness and weight-matched for accuracy.

• Six-pack of TenPoint Pro Elite carbon fiber arrows 
with SuperBrite blunt nocks and six practice points.

• TenPoint Bow-Max™ high-impact hard travel case for 
maximum equipment protection.

• SteddyEddy® telescoping lightweight aluminum 
monopod with patented Posi-Lock System.

• New TenPoint CareKit with Carry Case, including 
a Precision Oiler, chap-stick sized String 
Conditioner and Wax and TenPoint’s 
telescoping LensPen (lens brush & cleaner).

• TenPoint Wedgie™ arrow retention 
spring dampener and VIBRA-DAMP™ 
cable suppressors.

• Deluxe Sling w/swivels.
• TenPoint Staff Shooter Field Cap.
• Owner’s instructional DVD with exciting 

over-the-shoulder hunts.

With significantly increased speed and kinetic energy, the Pro Elite -
widely regarded since its introduction as the premier crossbow 
on the market - is now better than ever. 

This new and improved successor to 
the Pro Elite features a one-inch longer 

power stroke (12 1/2-inches) and TenPoint’s
new high-performance HP Cam. This new 

power stroke and cam combination, 
paired with our PowerTouch trigger and 

ST limbs with Brownell Ultra-Cam™ 
string and cables, takes the Pro Elite HP 

to an unparalleled level of power, and
performance in its class.

The Blazer HP features TenPoint’s field-proven 
HL limbs, machined riser, and OTT sound-
deadening limb pocket combination outfitted 
with high-performance Brownell Ultra-Cam™
cables and string. Also featuring TenPoint’s
machine-finished ACRA-ANGLE aluminum barrel,
equipped with the PowerTouch trigger – 
the best in the industry – the Blazer HP is 
priced perfectly for those looking to move up to 
a high-end, precision performance crossbow.

• Your choice of TenPoint’s proven 3x Multi-Line Scope
(pictured on crossbow) or the New Pro-40 Multi-Dot Scope
(see page 32). 

• 7/8-inch Fixed Dovetail Mount.
• New Deluxe 4-Arrow HX Quiver with instant detach

Lever Lock accessory.
• Deluxe Sling w/swivels.
• Three-pack of TenPoint Pro Elite carbon fiber arrows with

SuperBrite blunt nocks and three practice points.
• Three-pack of TenPoint Pro Elite Premium Hunter carbon

fiber arrows equipped with NAP® Spitfire® 100-grain
broadheads. Each Premium Hunter arrow is precision-
matched for trueness and weight-matched for accuracy.

• TenPoint Staff Shooter Field Cap.
• Owner’s instructional DVD with exciting 

over-the-shoulder hunts.

Combining a select blend of field-proven TenPoint technology with
our New HP Cam, the all New Blazer HP is a perfect balance of

lightning speed, pinpoint accuracy and flawless performance.

The Blazer HP Package Includes:The Pro Elite HP Package Includes:

TM TM
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Available as a Package Only 

Available With or Without:
the Patented ACUdraw or
ACUdraw 50 cocking mechanism

2 Scope Options:
3X Multi-Line or
New Pro-40 Multi-Dot

See back pages of catalog 
for detailed bow features, 
specifications, and 
purchase options.

*with recommended arrow

305 FPS* 

175 LB. Draw Weight

86.8 FP Kinetic Energy*

Available as a Package or as 
a Bow Only 

Available With or Without:
the Patented ACUdraw or
ACUdraw 50 cocking mechanism

2 Scope Options:
3X Multi-Line or
New Pro-40 Multi-Dot

See back pages of catalog 
for detailed bow features, 
specifications, and 
purchase options.

*with recommended arrow

280 FPS* 

165 LB. Draw Weight

73.1 FP Kinetic Energy*

A fusion of technology, function, and form, the Pro Fusion delivers
high octane performance at an affordable mid-range price level.

The Pro Fusion shoots with pinpoint
accuracy and generates speeds

comfortably exceeding 300 fps. It
features TenPoint’s field-proven 

HL limb with Fast Flight cables and
string, classic RollerTouch trigger

(patent pending), and our lightweight 
and maneuverable Verton® molded 

all-camo combination FST thumbhole
stock and barrel design.

This workhorse now features a one-piece
molded Verton® all-camo combination FST
thumbhole stock and barrel design. It’s also
newly equipped with TenPoint’s classic
RollerTouch trigger (patent pending). The new
Titan TL-7 features combine to improve shooting
accuracy, reduce weight, and improve handling.

This New and improved Titan design continues to defy its
classification as an entry-level model by outclassing and
outperforming many other brands’ top-of-the-line models.

The Pro Fusion Package Includes:The Pro Fusion Package Includes:

TMTM

• Your choice of TenPoint’s 3x Multi-Line Scope (see page 32)
or the New Pro-40 Multi-Dot Scope (pictured on crossbow). 

• 7/8-inch Fixed Dovetail Mount.
• New Deluxe 4-Arrow HX Quiver with instant detach Lever Lock accessory.
• Three-pack of Easton XX75 aluminum arrows with SuperBrite blunt 

nocks, equipped with NAP® Spitfire® 100-grain broadheads. 
• Three-pack of Easton XX75 aluminum arrows with SuperBrite blunt 

nocks, and three practice points.
• TenPoint Staff Shooter Field Cap.
• Owner’s instructional DVD with exciting 

over-the-shoulder hunts.

• Your choice of TenPoint’s 3x Multi-Line Scope (see page 32)
or the New Pro-40 Multi-Dot Scope (pictured on crossbow). 

• 7/8-inch Fixed Dovetail Mount.
• New Deluxe 4-Arrow HX Quiver with instant detach

Lever Lock accessory.
• Three-pack of Easton XX75 aluminum arrows with

SuperBrite blunt nocks, and three practice points.
• TenPoint Staff Shooter Field Cap.
• Owner’s instructional DVD with exciting 

over-the-shoulder hunts.

The Titan TL-7 Package Includes:The Titan TL-7 Package Includes:

When purchased alone, the Titan TL-7
comes equipped with Rear Peep and
Front Sight Bracket with one Pin Sight.

– 15 –– 14 –

ProFusion & Titan TL-7 one-piece Stock & Barrel Combo
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Available as a Bow Only 

Available With or Without:
the Patented ACUdraw or
ACUdraw 50 cocking mechanism

165-pound TL Limb and 
bow assembly

Synthetic string and steel cables
with tunable synthetic yokes

See back pages of catalog 
for detailed bow features, 
specifications, and 
purchase options.

TM

• Rear Peep and Front Sight with One Pin (7/8 - inch Fixed Dovetail Scope Mount
and choice of scope may be purchased separately).

• TenPoint Staff Shooter Field Cap.
• Owner’s instructional DVD with exciting over-the-shoulder hunts.

Each position creates a new center of balance with a different power stroke, draw weight, and speed.

Draw Weight Power Stroke FPS

165 12.0 290+

150 10.625 265+

125 6.5 189

Long Position

Medium Position

Short Position

A uniquely creative crossbow series engineered with TenPoint’s
unmistakable attention to quality, durability, and precision performance.
Revolutionary in concept, the Slider and Pro Slider are adaptable to
virtually any shooter, regardless of age, sex, stature, or physical ability.

They feature TenPoint’s Complete-Capture™ ultra-quiet limb pocket and bow assembly matched
with a precision machined riser designed to slide, locate, and lock in one of three shooting
positions located between an innovative upper and lower extruded and machined aluminum 
UL TriLoc™ barrel assembly. The riser secures the barrel components up front and an extruded
and machined trigger/barrel receiver secures them at the back end. 

Both models are affordable, lightweight and quiet; featuring TenPoint’s RollerTouch trigger and a
great looking stock, molded to accept either of TenPoint’s highly regarded cocking mechanisms:
the ACUdraw and ACUdraw 50. The stock’s safety-engineered independent 
fore-grip also locates in one of two shooting positions to suit each hunter’s 
preference. Both models also accept the SteddyEddy Monopod System.

The Slider Comes With:The Slider Comes With:

Shown with optional scope.

– 16 – – 17 –

Bow Pictured in
“Long” Position

Bow Pictured in “Short” Position

• 3x Multi-Line Scope.
• 7/8-inch Fixed Dovetail Mount.
• New Deluxe 4-Arrow HX Quiver with instant detach Lever Lock accessory.
• Three-pack of Easton XX75 aluminum arrows with SuperBrite blunt nocks

and three practice points.
• TenPoint Staff Shooter Field Cap.
• Owner’s instructional DVD with exciting over-the-shoulder hunts.

Available Only as a Package 

Available With or Without:
the Patented ACUdraw or
ACUdraw 50 cocking mechanism

175-pound HL Limb and 
bow assembly

Synthetic string and cables 
with tunable synthetic yokes

See back pages of catalog 
for detailed bow features, 
specifications, and 
purchase options.

The Pro Slider Package Includes:The Pro Slider Package Includes:

Each position creates a new center of balance with a different power stroke, draw weight, and speed.

Draw Weight Power Stroke FPS

Long Position 175 12.0 305+

Medium Position 150 10.625 280+

Short Position 125 6.5 220

Risers of both models designed 
to slide, locate, and lock in one 
of 3 shooting positions.
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All TenPoint Series crossbows are made with a group 
of Core Performance features that insure accuracy,
dependability and durability regardless of the model
you purchase. While our top-of-the-line models
include additional premium features and benefits that
make them undeniably the best in the industry, our
Core Performance Features are the foundation upon
which the entire series is built.

Patented VIBRA-CUSH

Patented DFI

OTT Limb-Pocket System

ACUdraw-Ready FST Stock

ACRA-ANGLE Barrel

Power Limb-Tip Caps

PBT Performance Cable Saver

Advanced Quad-Limb Technology

Ambidextrous Automatic Safety

Tunable Synthetic Cable Yokes

Heavy-Duty Riser Rod and 
Trigger-Housing Clamp-Plate

TenPoint Series Core Performance Features

– 18 –

Warranty

All TenPoint Series crossbows carry a Limited Lifetime Operational Warranty.
Check your owner’s manual for details.

The only way you’ll ever have to buy another one is if you just can’t stop yourself.

Like the TenPoint Series, our two 6 Point Series
models are built on an equally impressive foundation
of Core Performance Features that mirror most 
of those in the TenPoint Series. While the Slider
crossbows are conceptually very different from our
original TenPoint Series’ models, it is easy to recognize
the gene pool from which they come.

Patented DFI

Complete-Capture Limb-Pocket 
System (patent pending)

ACUdraw-Ready Two-Piece 
Stock (patent pending)

UL TriLoc Multi-Position 
Barrel Assembly (patent pending)

RollerTouch Trigger (patent pending)

Power Limb-Tip Caps

PBT Performance Cable Saver

Advanced Quad-Limb Technology

Ambidextrous Automatic Safety

Tunable Synthetic Cable Yokes

6Point Series Core Performance Features

– 19 –

Warranty

All 6 Point Series crossbows carry a Limited Lifetime Operational Warranty.
Check your owner’s manual for details.

The only way you’ll ever have to buy another one is if you just can’t stop yourself.
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The main assembly bolt’s locking
setscrew and the foot stirrup’s two

attachment setscrews are located on
the underside of the crossbow’s riser

(not applicable to the Phantom CLS)

•• VIBRA-CUSH®

patented bow-to-barrel
mounting system

• Limb-bolt 
locking setscrews

(not applicable to the Phantom CLS,
ProFusion or Titan TL-7)

Precision CNC machined
aluminum wheels or cams

Red dot indicates items that are exclusive to or were first
introduced by TenPoint Crossbow Technologies.

Lightweight 
aluminum foot stirrup 

with sound-dampening 
rubber coating 

(Phantom CLS extruded 
and machined foot 
stirrup and riser are 

one-piece)

•• OTT (over-the-top) 
limb-pocket and Zytel®
“lift & separate” limb 
suspension system

• TenPoint’s New Ultra-Lite 4-Arrow Instant
Detach HX Quiver with bench-resting levelers

Sling swivel studs are 
standard equipment 

on all models

• Optional telescoping
SteddyEddy® Monopod System 

(included in Phantom CLS and 
Pro Elite HP packages)

•• Power Limb-Tip Caps

• GripSafety secondary 
safety - Patent Pending 

(only available on models with
PowerTouch trigger)

•• ACRA-Angle Barrel

•• Patented DFI
(dry-fire-inhibitor)

•• Synthetic cable 
yokes for the ultimate in
tunability and stability 

• ST Quad-Limb System 
(on Pro Elite HP only)

(TenPoint’s four quad-limb systems
are model-specific to insure

optimum performance)

• CADD designed and
engineered machined

aluminum riser•• ACUdraw-Ready
FST Stock

ACRA-ARROW retention spring

• MIM (metal injection molded)
CLAW-OVER string latch 
(on PowerTouch triggers only)

Weaver-style machined 
aluminum 7/8" Dovetail 

Scope Mount

New Pro-40 
Multi-Dot Scope 
(see scope lineup in 
accessories section)

•• Quiet MIM 
(metal injection molded)

ambidextrous automatic safety

• Optional ACUdraw (or ACUdraw 50)
Patented Integrated Automated Cocking Unit 

(your choice included on Phantom CLS)

Available on all of our models

ACUdraw crank handle • Patented PowerTouch Trigger
with MIM (metal injection molded)

action components
(standard on Phantom CLS, Pro Elite
HP, and Blazer HP) (all other models
use patent pending RollerTouch trigger)

Black dot indicates a core performance feature.

The Industry Standard for Design, Performance and Durability.

• PBT Performance 
Cable Saver

• Optional Wedgie (patent pending)
retention spring dampener 

(standard on Phantom CLS and Pro Elite HP)

www.tenpointcrossbows.com

– 20 – – 21 –
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Solid extruded 
and machined 
aluminum foot 

stirrup with 
added foot 

stability

•• Complete-Capture 
limb-pocket 

isolation system

• TenPoint’s New Ultra-Lite 4-Arrow Instant
Detach HX Quiver with bench-resting levelers

•• Power Limb-Tip Caps

•• UL TriLoc machined
aluminum Multi-position 

Barrel Assembly
(patent pending)

•• Synthetic cable
yokes for the ultimate in
tunability and stability

• PBT Performance
Cable Saver

• HL Quad-Limb System
(Slider has TL-4 limb system)

CADD designed and
engineered machined

aluminum riser

ACRA-ARROW
retention spring

Orange dot indicates items that are exclusive to or were
first introduced by TenPoint Crossbow Technologies.

Black dot indicates a core performance feature.

Revolutionary in concept, this crossbow is adaptable to virtually any shooter, regardless of age, sex, stature, or physical ability.

– 22 – – 23 –

Weaver style machined 
aluminum 7/8" Dovetail 

Scope Mount

•• Patented DFI
(dry-fire-inhibitor)

•• RollerTouch Trigger• Safety-engineered
fore-grip locates in either

of two positions

3x Multi-Line Scope 
(Standard on Pro Slider. Slider
comes with Peep & Pin Sight)
(see scope lineup in 
accessories section)

• Ambidextrous 
Automatic Safety

Sling swivel studs are 
standard equipment 

on all models

•• ACUdraw-Ready 
Verton® two-piece 
stock and fore-grip

• Optional ACUdraw 50 (or ACUdraw)
Patented Integrated Automated Cocking Unit 

Available on all of our modelsPrecision CNC machined
aluminum wheels

Both models also accept the popular SteddyEddy Monopod System

www.tenpointcrossbows.com
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TM

For years many crossbow shooters have used the conventional rope-
cocker to load their crossbows, reducing the draw weight by half. 
While this old method does its job, it is cumbersome.

TenPoint has taken this leveraged rope-cocking concept to a new, easy-
to-use level by integrating it into the butt stock and adding a heavy-duty
retraction spring that silently and effortlessly draws the ropes securely
back inside the unit’s housing after each use. No storing the rope,
untangling it, or putting it away after using it.

• Draws the bow accurately every time

• No more dangling ropes or handles

• No more need to hang a rope around your neck 
or to stash it in your fanny pack

• When not in use, powerful mini-magnets hold the 
T-handles securely and silently in place against 
molded polyurethane stability pads

• Available pre-installed or as an accessory

• Can be retrofitted to any TenPoint stock

• Lightweight and affordable

Takes the traditional rope-cocker to a new level.

The ACUdraw 50 Handles retract and store
neatly against the stock when not in use.

Patented

TM

The patented ACUdraw is the most user-friendly and practical
solution available on the market today for cocking a crossbow
effortlessly and accurately. Fully integrated into the stock,
with no dangling parts, it requires only the strength of 
the average person’s index finger to operate. And, it only
weighs slightly over one pound, unlike some of the
competition’s heavy and cumbersome add-on cocking
devices. It allows hunters of all ages and physical abilities
to enjoy the great experience of bowhunting.

A decade ago few crossbows had draw weights over 150-pounds,
and cocking a crossbow was no great chore. In recent years,
however, many manufacturers have employed a variety of means to
boost arrow speed by using heavier limbs, longer power strokes, and
reverse cams. They have made loading the modern crossbow more
difficult for nearly everyone and impossible for some.

Two Great Cocking Devices – Making Bowhunting Accessible to Everyone.

• Reduces draw weight to about 
5-pounds when operated manually

• Belt holster for ACUdraw 
crank included

• Cranks manually or powers-up with
almost any cordless screwdriver or 
drill (4.2 volts or more)

• Unlike most other crossbow cocking
mechanisms, it is lightweight and 
has no bulky clamp-on assemblies 
or hang-on accessories

• Draws the bow accurately every time

• Available as an accessory or 
pre-installed

The Premier Cocking Aid Available Today. 

Patented

Seated or standing, the ACUdraw
makes cocking a crossbow easily

accessible to everyone.

TenPoint responded to the need before all others by developing its two
integrated, convenient, and easy-to-use patented cocking devices, 
the ACUdraw and the ACUdraw 50. The ACUdraw 50 reduces a
crossbow’s draw weight by 50%. The original ACUdraw converts even
the heaviest draw weight to about five pounds of effort.

Both devices load the bow string accurately every time.
– 24 –
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4-Arrow Instant Detach HX Quivers™ 
Weighing only 6 ounces empty, TenPoint’s New HX Quiver™ features a four-arrow ABS cup 
and a rubber arrow gripper connected by two ultra-light carbon fiber rods. This double-rod 
backbone is stabilized with a polycarbonate X-Connector™ that snaps together while 
positioning the quiver for left or right-handed use and then bolts into a locked position.

The cup and rubber gripper are molded with raised nubs that protect arrow fletching 
from getting crushed when bench shooting or placing the crossbow on a table, floor, 
or on the ground. 

The backside of the X-Connector is fitted with a Bohning Lever Lock mounting system 
which screws into the underside of the crossbow, allowing the user to instantly 
attach or detach the quiver.

HCA-01807-4 4-Arrow Instant Detach HX Quiver in REALTREE® APG HD™
HCA-01807-6 4-Arrow Instant Detach HX Quiver in ADVANTAGE TIMBER HD®

HCA-01807-3 4-Arrow Instant Detach HX Quiver in Mossy Oak® NEW Break-UP®

HCA-20107-1

Mossy Oak® NEW Break-Up®Realtree Hardwoods® Green HD™Realtree APG® HD™ADVANTAGE TIMBER HD®

– 27 –– 26 –

Crossbow Cases 
TenPoint’s BowMax airline approved, high-impact polymer hard travel case 
provides protection, security, and ease of transport for your crossbow investment.
Manufactured for TenPoint by Plano Outdoor Products, it contains all the room
necessary to secure your crossbow and all of its accessories. Closes securely with
three snap-down latches, and the exterior design features a heavy-duty swivel-
mounted carrying handle with an over-molded rubber grip. Small accessories store
neatly in a StowAway utility box included with every crossbow case.

HCA-200 TenPoint BowMax™ Hard Case

The best looking and most durable soft crossbow cases made today. With extra-thick
padding, heavy-duty zippers, and two pockets for extra arrows and miscellaneous
accessories, these soft cases will protect your investment for years to come. Check
your state’s regulations – some require all crossbows to be transported in a case.

HCA-20107-1 Deluxe Case in Realtree Hardwoods® Green HD™
HCA-20107-3 Deluxe Case in Mossy Oak® NEW Break-Up®

Slings 
These Deluxe Slings are unparalleled in quality and construction. They feature a longer design with non-slip, 
double-thick reinforced shoulder pads and heavy-duty adjustable nylon straps (swivels included).

HCA-00207-1 Deluxe Realtree Hardwoods® Green HD™ Sling with swivels
HCA-00207-3 Mossy Oak® NEW Break-Up® Sling with swivels
HCA-00307-5 The Claw (by Quake Industries) in their 

all purpose style camo (not pictured)
HCA-00207-1

HCA-01807-4

HCA-200
(crossbow and accessories not included)

HCA-200

The colored dots let you know
if an accessory is available 
for a specific crossbow model.
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Cable Savers
Made from Polybutylene Terephthalate (PBT) these two cable savers provide a near friction-free and
dimensionally stable carriage for your cables, shot after shot. PBT is known for its strength, lubricity,
rigidity, and durability, a perfect combination of characteristics required for an effective cable saver.

HCA-113 6 Point Series Cable Saver 
HCA-114 TenPoint Series Cable Saver 

HCA-113

HCA-114
HCA-000-B-A50

HCA-000-B-II
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Patented ACUdraw™ and ACUdraw 50™
(also shown on pages 24 & 25)

Your dealer – or you if you have the proper tools – can install either of these two incredible patented cocking devices. 
Units include a template for drilling the receiver holes in pre-2003 TenPoint models (drill, bits, and hole cutter not included). 
Receiver holes are pre-molded in current models. Installation instructions are included. 

HCA-000-B-II ACUdraw Cocking Mechanism
HCA-000-B-A50 ACUdraw 50 Cocking Mechanism

T-Handle Stability Pads
Molded from durable polyurethane with metal discs embedded in them, these pads easily adhere 
to the butt stock to create a magnetically-improved, noise-free handle storage platform.

HCA-452 ACUdraw 50 T-Handle Stability Pads

ACUdraw and ACUdraw 50 Replacement Accessories (shown collectively below)

HCA-400 ACUdraw Draw Cords (two-piece for pre-1998 claw)

HCA-401 ACUdraw Draw Cords (one-piece for new style claw)

HCA-411 ACUdraw Retraction Spring (post 1998)

HCA-421 ACUdraw Claw with self-centering draw cord (for use with HCA-426 Holder)

HCA-426 ACUdraw Claw Holder - for TenPoint Series models
HCA-42606 ACUdraw Claw Holder - for 6 Point Series models

HCA-428 ACUdraw Claw III Kit (includes claw, holder, and draw cord)

HCA-430 ACUdraw Hand Crank (replacement handle only)

HCA-435 ACUdraw Hand Crank & Holster Combo
HCA-450 ACUdraw 50 Replacement Draw Cords
HCA-451 ACUdraw 50 Replacement Retraction Spring
HCA-480 Stock Cover Kit (flat stock covers with hardware) (not shown)

HCA-520 Installation Tool Kit for ACUdraw & ACUdraw 50 units (not shown)

Shooting Aids 

SteddyEddy
Manufactured for TenPoint by Stoney Point® Products, Inc., the SteddyEddy telescoping two-section monopod insures motion-
free shooting while seated in a treestand or ground blind, or while standing with the shooting stick supported against the mid-
section of your body. Made of hard-tempered alloy aluminum, its patented Posi-Lock System™ allows you to quickly set its
length with a quick turn of the extension pole. It attaches directly to your crossbow using a completely maneuverable ball-joint
mount or with the new Ball Stem Mounting Bracket and ball-joint (HCA-039). It clamps conveniently under your stock when
not in use. All SteddyEddys come standard with a cushioned hand-grip, an all-terrain carbide tip that grips rock and ice, and 
a removable rubber support ball that grips solid surfaces and cushions the system when supported against your body.

HCA-030 SteddyEddy Crossbow Monopod System - for TenPoint Series models
HCA-03006 SteddyEddy Crossbow Monopod System - for 6 Point Series models

SteddyEddy Ball Stem Mounting Bracket
Easily installed, the new Ball Stem Mounting Bracket gives you more options for mounting the SteddyEddy ball-joint 
and your sling swivel stud. Use this new bracket to give yourself the option of mounting your front sling swivel stud 
on the left or right side of the crossbow.

HCA-039 SteddyEddy Ball Stem Mounting Bracket - for models built beginning in 2000

SteddyEddy System Accessories
HCA-03306 Rod Retention Clip - for 6 Point Series models
HCA-03310 Rod Retention Clip - for TenPoint Series models

HCA-037 3rd Extension (for shooting in standing position) - for all models - (not pictured)

HCA-030

HCA-039

HCA-03310

HCA-03306

HCA-452
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Broadheads 
Not sure whether you want to shoot fixed blade broadheads or expandable broadheads? Try them both. 
New Archery Products® offers packages for both Thunderhead® fixed blade heads and Spitfire® expandable heads.

HEA-297 New Archery Products’ Spitfire® 100-grain, 3-Blade Mechanical Broadhead 3-pack
HEA-298 New Archery Products’ Thunderhead® 100-grain, Fixed Broadhead 3-pack

Foot Stirrup 
HCA-009 Standard Rubber Coated Foot Stirrup

Silencers 
Help reduce sound with TenPoint’s Wedgie™ arrow retention spring 
dampener, and TenPoint’s VIBRA-DAMP™ cable suppressors. 

HCA-145 Wedgie™ Arrow Retention Spring Dampener
HCA-151 VIBRA-DAMP™ Cable Suppressors (4-pack)

Trigger Accessories and Parts
Improve the performance of your pre-2004 PowerTouch trigger by replacing 
its action and safety components with MIM (metal injection molded)
components. MIM parts are dimensionally more precise than the old
technology and less subject to warping during heat treatment. Best of all,
MIM parts have ultra-slick surfaces, perfect for ultra-smooth trigger
operation (factory installed) .

HCA-504 PowerTouch Trigger Component Upgrade Kit 

TenPoint’s RollerTouch trigger finger is available as a factory installed
upgrade accessory for those interested in improving the pull-weight of 
pre- 2007 Titan model trigger mechanisms. The RollerTouch finger has 
a double roller installed at its top to reduce friction between the finger 
and the string latch. 

HCA-507 RollerTouch™ Trigger Finger 

HCA-504

HEA-297

HCA-009

HCA-151

HCA-145

HEA-298
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Maintenance 

TenPoint’s New CareKit™ includes three 
important maintenance tools (Microlon 
Precision Oiler, TenPoint String Wax and 
Conditioner, and TenPoint LensPen) 
packaged in a versatile multi-cavity translucent 
plastic mini-case with plenty of extra room
for other bow maintenance items.

HCA-11207 CareKit

The high-tech lubricant contained in the Microlon Precision Oiler 
includes antioxidants, corrosion inhibitors, and microscopic fractured resin 
particles all suspended in a high-quality lightweight oil base. It not only cleans 
metal surfaces and prevents corrosion and rust, but the resin impregnates the metal
to create a dry film lubricant. Perfect for crossbow rails, triggers, and wheels, this 
high-quality lubricant comes in a tube fitted with a precision applicator needle.

HCA-11106 Microlon® Precision Oiler

Made from all natural compounds, TenPoint String Wax and Conditioner comes in a convenient chap-stick style tube.
This New string wax and conditioner both lubricates and rejuvenates bow strings and cables. Scent-free and water-
resistant, it greatly reduces string friction and abrasion against cable slides, wheels, or cams.

HCA-11007 TenPoint String Wax and Conditioner

This clever lens treatment tool features a soft fiber lens brush that telescopes out of one end of its pen-sized tube and an
abrasive-free lens cleaning pad housed underneath a cap at the other end. The brush gets rid of scope lens dust and the
cleaning pad eliminates smudges and cleans and polishes lens surfaces without damaging or scratching the glass. 

HCA-09107 TenPoint LensPen (combo brush and cleaner)

These additional lubricants are also highly effective maintenance tools that help keep crossbows in good working order.
The Flight Rail and Trigger Lube, unlike other manufacturers’ gel-based lubricants, will not gum-up in cold weather or
collect dirt and grit, which could make your trigger sluggish and impede its performance. Carry the convenient single-use
oil wipes in your fanny pack for on-the-go cleaning and lubrication needs. Extend the life of your strings and cables by
keeping them adequately lubricated with wax.

HCA-110 String & Cable Wax
HCA-111 Flight Rail and Trigger Lube

HCA-112.12 Flight Rail Oil Wipes (12 foil wrapped wipes per package) 

HCA-11207 
(Complete Kit)

HCA-11106

HCA-110 HCA-111 HCA-112.12

HCA-11107

HCA-09107

HCA-507

www.tenpointcrossbows.com– 31 –
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Scopes 
3x Pro-View Scope™
Calibrated for crossbows that shoot in the 300 fps range, this 20, 30, and 40-yard combo illuminated dot and
crosshair configuration is housed in a lightweight seven-inch aluminum tube equipped with fully-coated 3X
optics. The dots are positioned at the intersection of each duplex crosshair. Depending on your hunting
conditions, you can choose from a non-illuminated black dot or one of two illuminated, colored dots (red or
green). A five-position rheostat controls the light intensity and color. 7/8-inch scope mounting rings included.

HCA-097 3x Pro-View Scope with 7/8" mounting rings

3x Multi-Line Scope™
Perfectly proportioned for a crossbow at only 7" long, this light, compact scope features fully-coated 3X
optics and three duplex crosshairs calibrated for 20, 30, and 40-yard shots with crossbows that shoot in 
the 300 fps range. 7/8-inch scope mounting rings included.

HCA-088 3x Multi-Line Scope with 7/8" mounting rings

Pro-40 Multi-Dot Scope™
The New Pro-40 is a zero-power 40 mm multi-dot scope with an integrated, adjustable 7/8-inch mounting
system that requires no rings. Its three illuminated dots, calibrated for 20, 30, and 40-yards for crossbows
that shoot in the 300 fps range, can be rendered in red or green to suit individual hunting and light
conditions. The light intensity of both color views is regulated by a five-position rheostat.

HCA-08907 Pro-40 Multi-Dot Scope

HCA-08907

HCA-088

HCA-087

Multi-
Line

3X Pro-View
(five light intensity settings for two illuminated views)

non illuminated view

Pro-40
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7/8-inch Fixed Dovetail Scope Mounts 
Our machined aluminum Weaver style 7/8" Fixed Dovetail Scope Mounts come standard on all models except 
the Titan TL-7 (when sold unaccessorized as a bow only) and the Slider.

HCA-078 7/8" Fixed Dovetail Scope Mount / black 
HCA-072 7/8" Fixed Dovetail Scope Mount / bronze (not shown)

HCA-076 7/8" Fixed Mini Dovetail Mount / black (for 40mm scopes)

Scope Rings 
HCA-081 1" Scope Rings with 7/8" Mounting Base

Sights 
Standard on the Titan TL-7 (when sold as a bow only) and on the Slider models, this machined aluminum sight bracket features two pin
slots and is mounted on the riser. The bracket comes with one pin. Additional pins are available (HCA-050 Standard Sight Pin)

HCA-041 Front Sight Bracket with Pin

HCA-062 Rear Peep Sight

Rear peep will not fit on a 7/8" mount. 
Call Customer Service at 330.628.9245 for details on purchasing a Peep and Pin Conversion Kit. 

HCA-078

HCA-081

HCA-062
HCA-041

HCA-076
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The Highest Quality Aluminum and Carbon Fiber Arrows Available 
Today, Equipped With Moon or SuperBrite™ Blunt Nocks.

Two Crossbow Arrows Available:
Carbon Fiber Shafts – 20-inch 22/64ths

For those looking for the perfect carbon crossbow arrow, TenPoint offers the Pro Elite 
20-inch 22/64ths diameter carbon fiber arrow. Private labeled exclusively for TenPoint by 
world renowned arrow manufacturer, Gold Tip®, the Pro Elite is a masterpiece of precision 
engineering, strength, and accuracy.

Advanced carbon fiber Pro Elite arrows are laser inspected for straightness to within .003" 
and hand-sorted for weight tolerances to within two grains per dozen. They come equipped 
with brass inserts and TenPoint’s patented SuperBrite blunt nocks or CPC moon nocks, 
and they are fletched with Norway DURAVANES™.

The Pro Elite Carbon Arrow is also available in a Premium Hunter version. Each Premium Hunter 
arrow is precision tested for trueness, and weight-matched for accuracy. Premium Hunters 
come with individually tuned NAP broadheads - either a 3-pack with 100-grain Spitfire (new for ‘07)
expandable broadheads (HEA-615.3) or a 6-pack with Thunderhead 100-grain fixed-blade 
broadheads (HEA-610.6) installed and ready to shoot The Premium Hunter is only available 
with SuperBrite blunt nocks. 

Aluminum Shafts – 20-inch XX75 Camo 2219’s
As an Easton Aluminum Complete Crossbow Arrow Resource, TenPoint Crossbow Technologies 
combines the art and tradition of fletching arrows with the unparalleled quality of Easton shafts 
to produce the highest quality aluminum crossbow arrows available today.

This three-color camo shaft is the proven industry standard for reliable results. Available in black CPC 
moon nocks or TenPoint’s patented SuperBrite blunt nocks, both shafts include CPC inserts and are fletched 
with a slight offset using Norway DURAVANES™.

All TenPoint crossbow arrows are available in 72-packs, 6-packs, or 3-packs.

All Bow, No Bull with TenPoint Crossbows
The arrow performance standards listed throughout this catalog (speed and kinetic energy) contain data from tests 
we conducted using off-the-shelf production models of our crossbows, checked only for draw-weight accuracy.
All speed tests were conducted with our Pro Elite Arrow, as described above, using a 100-grain practice point
(420-grains total). The chronograph was positioned 18-inches in front of the crossbow for all shots.

Also New for ‘07 is a Premium Aluminum version (weight-matched & spin balanced) available in a 3-pack 
and equipped with 100-grain Spitfire broadheads.
Note that our aluminum finished arrows are comparable in weight to our carbon finished arrows. HEA-251.12

Twelve-pack of Patented
SuperBrite nock tools. 
Available for refletching 2219
aluminum shafts or 22/64ths

diameter Pro Elite shafts that
use SuperBrite nocks.

A – SuperBrite blunt nock for 2219 
aluminum shafts

B – Barnett and Horton CPC moon 
nock for 2219 aluminum shafts

C – SuperBrite blunt nock for 22/64ths

TenPoint Pro Elite carbon shafts

D – Moon nock for 22/64ths TenPoint 
Pro Elite carbon shafts

A B C D
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When asked what motivated Humphrey to
take up this challenge, he mentioned several
reasons. “It started as a bit of a lark when I
was doing research for a story last year,”
said Humphrey, a regular contributor to
numerous national hunting magazines. “In
contacting the records department of the
National Wild Turkey Federation, I learned
they had no official record of a crossbow
grand slam. That’s when a light went on.
There are very few opportunities to do
something no-one else has done before.
World records can be broken, but there’s only
one first. I saw it as a challenge, and a way
to have some fun,” Humphrey added.

“On a more serious note,” he said, “I also
saw it as an opportunity to raise awareness
about crossbows. I’ve hunted with a
compound bow for over 25 years, and will
continue to do so as long as I can pull a string
back. For me, crossbows represent a change
of pace, another opportunity to spend more
time afield. But for some folks, they
represent the only means to be able to
bowhunt. Crossbows are not the evil tools
some make them out to be; yet some folks
still discriminate against them. When I
started this quest, 12 states allowed
crossbows for deer hunting but not for
turkeys. That’s silly; you can hunt them with
a shotgun, but not a crossbow!”

Bob with his Merriam’s 
Tom and Titan TL-4.
Bob with his Merriam’s 
Tom and Titan TL-4.

Armed with his TenPoint Titan TL-4 crossbow, outdoor writer Bob
Humphrey made bowhunting history this spring by becoming the first
hunter ever to officially record a wild turkey Grand Slam with a crossbow. Humphrey’s quest began in Florida in

mid-March, and ended in Ohio in early
May. Over that eight-week span, he took
five longbeards including an Osceola, 
an Eastern, two Rio Grandes and his
very first Merriam. All of the hunts 
were filmed for the Extreme Hunting
Adventures television program, as well as
a DVD from Extreme Dimension Wildlife
Calls expected out in January 2007.

“I want to emphasize that this was 
a team effort,” said Humphrey. “A lot 
of folks helped make this happen. 
I especially want to mention my
cameraman, Scott Underhill. Trying to
hunt turkeys with a crossbow is tough
enough,” he said, “but filming every hunt
was even more challenging. Somehow
Scott made it work, and captured some
great footage in the process. We also
made some great friends along the way,
to whom I’m extremely grateful.” 

GRAND SLAM!GRAND SLAM!

Photo by Bob Hum
phrey
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*All of the arrows we tested were 20" 22/64ths carbon fiber shafts with 4" vanes, brass inserts, SuperBrite™ nocks, and 100-grain tips (each 420 grains).

Phantom CLS Pro Elite HP Blazer HP Pro Fusion Titan TL-7 Pro Slider Slider

Length - w/Stirrup 38.5" 38.25" 37.25" 37.25" 37.25" 37.25" 37.25"

Width - Axle to Axle 20.875" 25.25" 25.25" 25.375" 26" 25.375" 26"

Power Stroke 13" 12.5" 11.5" 11.75" 11.875" 12" (long) 12" (long)
- - - - - 10.625" (med.) 10.625" (med.)
- - - - - 6.5" (short) 6.5" (short)

Weight (w/o Accessories) 8 lb. 7 oz. 8 lb. 4 oz. 8 lb. 4 oz. 7 lb. 5 oz. 7 lb. 4 oz. 6 lb. 8 oz. 6 lb. 8 oz.

Draw Weight 185 lbs. 185 lbs. 175 lbs. 175 lbs. 165 lbs. 175 lbs. (long) 165 lbs. (long)
- - - - - 150 lbs. (med.) 150 lbs. (med.)
- - - - - 125 lbs. (short) 125 lbs. (short)

Arrow Speeds*
Feet per Second 343 fps 333 fps 311 fps 305 fps 280 fps 305 fps (long) 290 fps (long)

- - - - - 280 fps (med.) 265 fps (med.)
- - - - - 220 fps (short) 189 fps (short)

Foot Pounds 109.7 fp 103.4 fp 90.2 fp 86.8 fp 73.1 fp 86.8 fp (long) 78.5 fp (long)
- - - - - 73.1 fp (med.) 65.5 fp (med.)
- - - - - 45.1 fp (short) 33.3 fp (short)
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Note: When installing cables, twist the bottom yoke (located at the end of each cable) four times.  *Twist the Phantom CLS, Pro Elite HP and Blazer HP
bottom yokes five times. Doing so will eliminate limb twist when cocking your crossbow.

Crossbow Model Strings String Twists Cables Cable Twists

HuntsMan 1994-1997 HCA-117 13 Upgrade Required 13 (after upgrade)

HuntsMan 1998 HCA-117 13 HCA-126 Steel (no twists)

HuntMaster (w/o yokes) 1994-1995 HCA-115 or HCA-115C 13 Upgrade Required 13 (after upgrade)

HuntMaster (w/yokes) 1995-1997 HCA-115 13 HCA-122 13

HuntMaster TL-4 1998 HCA-115 or HCA-115C 13 HCA-124 or HCA-124C 13

458 Magnum 1996-1997 HCA-119 13 HCA-124 13

458 Magnum TL-4 1998-1999 HCA-115 13 HCA-124 13

WoodsMan, WoodsMan Plus & WoodsMan SE HCA-117 13 HCA-126 Steel (no twists)

Slider, Titan TL-7, Titan TL-4, Titan & Titan SE HCA-117 13 HCA-126 Steel (no twists)

Turbo Extreme & Magnum Extreme HCA-115 or HCA-115C 13 HCA-124 or HCA-124C 13

Elite, Magnum, Stealth & Turbo X-2 HCA-115 or HCA-115C 13 HCA-124 or HCA-124C 13

Elite Lite & Hybrid Lite HCA-115 or HCA-115C 13 HCA-124 or HCA-124C 13

Pro Fusion & Pro Slider HCA-115 or HCA-115C 13 HCA-124 or HCA-124C 13

Pro Elite, Elite, Elite QX-4 & QX-4 HCA-115 or HCA-115C 13 HCA-124 or HCA-124C 13

Pro Elite HP & Blazer HP HCA-11807 13 HCA-12507 13

Phantom CLS HCA-11607 7 HCA-12307 7

SKU No. Phantom CLS
C07002-4141  –  Crossbow w/Package, Pro-40 Multi-Dot Scope, ACUdraw 50
C07002-4142  –  Crossbow w/Package, Pro-40 Multi-Dot Scope, ACUdraw
C07002-4121  –  Crossbow w/Package, 3x Pro-View Scope, ACUdraw 50
C07002-4122  –  Crossbow w/Package, 3x Pro-View Scope, ACUdraw 

SKU No. Pro Elite HP
C07004-1040  –  Crossbow w/Pro-40 Multi-Dot Scope
C07004-1041  –  Crossbow w/Pro-40 Multi-Dot Scope, ACUdraw 50
C07004-1042  –  Crossbow w/Pro-40 Multi-Dot Scope, ACUdraw
C07004-1020  –  Crossbow w/3x Pro-View Scope
C07004-1021  –  Crossbow w/3x Pro-View Scope, ACUdraw 50
C07004-1022  –  Crossbow w/3x Pro-View Scope, ACUdraw
C07004-1140  –  Crossbow w/Package, Pro-40 Multi-Dot Scope
C07004-1141  –  Crossbow w/Package, Pro-40 Multi-Dot Scope, ACUdraw 50
C07004-1142  –  Crossbow w/Package, Pro-40 Multi-Dot Scope, ACUdraw
C07004-1120  –  Crossbow w/Package, 3x Pro-View Scope
C07004-1121  –  Crossbow w/Package, 3x Pro-View Scope, ACUdraw 50
C07004-1122  –  Crossbow w/Package, 3x Pro-View Scope, ACUdraw 

SKU No. Blazer HP
C07023-4040  –  Crossbow w/Pro-40 Multi-Dot Scope
C07023-4041  –  Crossbow w/Pro-40 Multi-Dot Scope, ACUdraw 50
C07023-4042  –  Crossbow w/Pro-40 Multi-Dot Scope, ACUdraw
C07023-4030  –  Crossbow w/3x Multi-Line Scope
C07023-4031  –  Crossbow w/3x Multi-Line Scope, ACUdraw 50
C07023-4032  –  Crossbow w/3x Multi-Line Scope, ACUdraw
C07023-4140  –  Crossbow w/Package, Pro-40 Multi-Dot Scope
C07023-4141  –  Crossbow w/Package, Pro-40 Multi-Dot Scope, ACUdraw 50
C07023-4142  –  Crossbow w/Package, Pro-40 Multi-Dot Scope, ACUdraw
C07023-4130  –  Crossbow w/Package, 3x Multi-Line Scope
C07023-4131  –  Crossbow w/Package, 3x Multi-Line Scope, ACUdraw 50
C07023-4132  –  Crossbow w/Package, 3x Multi-Line Scope, ACUdraw

SKU No. Pro Fusion
C07027-2140  –  Crossbow w/Package, Pro-40 Multi-Dot Scope
C07027-2141  –  Crossbow w/Package, Pro-40 Multi-Dot Scope, ACUdraw 50
C07027-2142  –  Crossbow w/Package, Pro-40 Multi-Dot Scope, ACUdraw
C07027-2130  –  Crossbow w/Package, 3x Multi-Line Scope
C07027-2131  –  Crossbow w/Package, 3x Multi-Line Scope, ACUdraw 50
C07027-2132  –  Crossbow w/Package, 3x Multi-Line Scope, ACUdraw

SKU No. Titan TL-7
C07041-6000  –  Crossbow Only
C07041-6001  –  Crossbow, ACUdraw 50
C07041-6002  –  Crossbow, ACUdraw 
C07041-6140  –  Crossbow w/Package, Pro-40 Multi-Dot Scope
C07041-6141  –  Crossbow w/Package, Pro-40 Multi-Dot Scope, ACUdraw 50
C07041-6142  –  Crossbow w/Package, Pro-40 Multi-Dot Scope, ACUdraw
C07041-6130  –  Crossbow w/Package, 3x Multi-Line Scope
C07041-6131  –  Crossbow w/Package, 3x Multi-Line Scope, ACUdraw 50
C07041-6132  –  Crossbow w/Package, 3x Multi-Line Scope, ACUdraw

SKU No. Pro Slider
C06050-3130  –  Crossbow w/Package, 3x Multi-Line Scope
C06050-3131  –  Crossbow w/Package, 3x Multi-Line Scope, ACUdraw 50
C06050-3132  –  Crossbow w/Package, 3x Multi-Line Scope, ACUdraw

SKU No. Slider
C06070-3000  –  Crossbow Only
C06070-3001  –  Crossbow, ACUdraw 50
C06070-3002  –  Crossbow, ACUdraw

www.tenpointcrossbows.com
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Phantom CLS Pro Elite HP Blazer HP Pro Fusion Titan TL-7 Pro Slider Slider

3 1/2 lb. PowerTouch trigger, with premium MIM action components and safety slide. Set at optimum travel and touch for a crisp, 
smooth release. The best crossbow trigger made today.

5 lb. RollerTouch trigger features a double-roller system which reduces friction and significantly lightens trigger pull. 

GripSafety secondary safety (Patent Pending), which helps protect the fingers and thumb on the fore-grip hand. 
Left-handed installation available on request.

Dupont Zytel® trigger box top. Made from a versatile polymer engineered for flexibility, dimensional stability under heavy loads, 
extreme temperatures and humidity.

Patented DFI™ (dry-fire-inhibitor). Prevents dry-firing the crossbow when no arrow is loaded on the flight deck.

Ambidextrous Automatic Safety. 

OTT (over-the-top) limb pocket and Zytel® “lift & separate” limb suspension system, the ultimate in limb stability and sound reduction.

New CLS (compact limb system) components which include a highly durable integrated riser and foot stirrup, 12-inch IsoTaper™ limbs, 
high-performance MR™ Cams and Ultra-Cam™ string and cables. Together the components produce unparalleled strength and speed 
in addition to being smooth, quiet and vibration-free.

Complete-Capture limb pocket isolation system. Each limb is fitted inside a glove-like polymer cushion captured inside 
a machined aluminum pocket, which is then bolted to the riser, producing superior stability and noise dampening.

New 185-pound IsoTaper™ limbs created exclusively for our New CLS technology are designed for use with our New Ultra-Cam string 
and cables with tunable yokes. The 12-inch pultruded fiberglass limb is uniquely ground to a static taper from thick to thin giving it 
maximum performance, strength and durability the entire length of the limb without hot spots.

Premium field-proven ST™ quad-limbs with New Ultra-Cam string and cables with tunable yokes. 
Still one of the finest limb designs on the market today.

175-pound HL quad limbs designed specifically for the Blazer HP, Pro Fusion and Pro Slider crossbow models to produce a design perfectly 
suited to the 175-pound draw weight models. The Blazer HP comes standard with the New Ultra-Cam string and cables with tunable yokes 
and the Pro Fusion and Pro Slider crossbow models come equipped with Fast Flight string and cables with tunable yokes.

TL-4 quad limbs with steel cables and tuneable synthetic yokes. A simple yet highly effective, durable design, 
perfect for our 165-pound draw weight models.

New HP (High Performance) and MR (Maximum Rotation) cams. HP cams are used on the Pro Elite HP and Blazer HP crossbow models and the MR Cam
is used on the Phantom CLS to maximize power and to use the crossbow’s power stroke efficiently to achieve maximum arrow velocity.

CADD designed and finite element analysis-tested, precision-machined riser. Precision engineering for precision shooting.

65 Rockwell Hardcoated and Teflon® impregnated barrel surface.

Anodized, machine-finished ACRA-ANGLE aluminum barrel. Provides the ultimate in dimensional integrity for perfect arrow flight.

UL TriLoc machined aluminum barrel assembly. An innovative upper and lower extruded and machined aluminum barrel 
design between which the Slider or Pro Slider’s riser locates and locks in one of three separate shooting positions. 

FST style stock. TenPoint’s original functionally superior thumbhole design. 

Molded combination stock and barrel made from Verton,® a durable, lightweight polymer with superior structural characteristics 
and precise dimensional integrity. Promotes accurate arrow flight with minimal friction.

Verton® two-piece stock. While the butt-stock supports the trigger and barrel receiver, the fore-grip locates in either of two shooting 
positions and is safety-engineered to keep the hunter’s hand properly positioned while shooting the bow. 

ACUdraw and ACUdraw 50 compatible. 

* Fixed 7/8" Weaver-style aluminum dovetail scope mount (*Titan TL-7’s purchased as a package only).

Fixed sight bridge with peep and pin sight system. Scope compatible. Optional 7/8" Fixed Dovetail Scope Mount (HCA-078 or HCA-076) 
required to mount a scope.

Limited Lifetime Operational Warranty (See Owner’s Manual for limitations)
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